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Notation
F : Fourier transform
Fh: Fourier transform for a given harmonic h
f : a function
[f ]: Natural extension
f̂ : United extension
In this presentation we use capital letters to denote interval variables.
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United extension F̂
F̂ : S(A)→ S(B)




{F(x) | x ∈ X}
United extensions are inclusion monotonic
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Interval extension [F ]
F : Rn → C
[F ]({x}) = F(x), ∀x ∈ Rn
where, {x} is a degenerate interval.
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Fundamental theorems of IA
Theorem 1 (United extension)
If [f ] is an inclusion monotonic extension of f then,
F̂(x) ⊆ [F ](x). (1)
Theorem 2 (Natural extension)
Any real function whose entries have been replaced with intervals is inclusion
monotonic.
f(x) = x− x2, [f ](X) = X −X2. (2)
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For the united extension extra computational power is needed.
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Example, f : R6 → C, f(x) = b xT
b = ( 1 + i2 −2 + i2 3 + i2 ...
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n−1∑
k=0
Xk · rk + i Xk · ik, rk, ik ∈ R
X0 · r0 + X1 · r1 + X2 · r2 + ...
i X0 · i0 + X1 · i1 + X2 · i2 + ...
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The sum is not closed w.r.t. the diagonals.
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Main theorems (Minkowski addition)
Theorem 3 (Linear transformation of convex sets)
Let A ⊆ Rn be a convex set and suppose that f is the linear map of f : Rn → Rm.
Then f maps the extreme points of A onto the extreme points of f(A).
Theorem 4 (Sum of a convex set plus a segment)
The maximum distance between a convex polygon and a segment is attained at
the endpoints of the segment.
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Proof (intuition)
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Algorithm
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Centered form and MC samples
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Computational cost and summary
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